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Abstract: The increasing number of students per class and the limited teaching resources are important factors for increasing the popularity of multiple-choice questions based (MCQ) exams amongst the academic tutors. Weighted grading of MCQ items is compatible with a wide range of options, therefore it can reward those students who have successfully answered the most demanding items. In the case of weighted scoring of a MCQ based exam, the weighting factor of each item can be obtained a priori from an expert of the domain, usually the lecturer, or a posteriori by some empirical method. The overall score of a student is calculated as the weighted average of the items successfully answered. This publication presents an iterative method for scoring MCQ based examinations. The proposed method attempts to achieve the best possible congruence of the overall student scores calculated as the weighted average based on expert and empirical weighting.

1 INTRODUCTION

Multiple-choice questions (MCQs) are increasingly used in higher education (Bjork, 2015) for supplementing or even replacing traditional assessment practices despite the fact that they have been criticized for assessing factual knowledge only (Freeman and Lewis, 1998). If appropriately designed, MCQ exams can effectively assess a wide range of abilities e.g. the depth of understanding of the subject matter under consideration (Simkin & Kuechler, 2005) and the ability to reason analytically (Scharf, E. M.; Baldwin, 2007). Computer networks enable more flexibility in the delivery of MCQs at times and places which are in tune with students’ needs. Marking can be automated providing feedback to the students within a few seconds after the end of the examination. When marking is done by a computer, it appears to be free of human intervention or judgment and in that sense it fosters amongst the examinees the idea of a thoroughly objective process (Freeman and Lewis, 1998). Compared to paper-based MCQs, the use of online computer-assisted assessment (CAA) can significantly reduce the burden associated with testing large student cohorts (Bull & McKenna, 2004; Donnelly, 2014). It is anticipated that because of their greater efficiency, computerized exams will be more widely used in the years to come (Hiller, 2014).

A MCQ based exam presents students with a task, which has to be both important and clear and can be answered correctly, by those students who have achieved the desired level of knowledge and understanding. Rules in accordance with the above mentioned conditions for preparing MCQs, have already been proposed (Hansen, 1997).

MCQ tests are usually constructed by tutors themselves (Carroll, and Moody, 2006), formal training and support is rather lacking (Rudner and Schafer, 2002). Tutors use their past experience to carry out present assessment practices (Siri, Freddano, 2011).

MCQ exams are popular among the students (Ventouras et al., 2010) presumably because they consider that they are easier to take (Chan and Kennedy, 2002). Nonetheless, Struyven, K., Dochy, F., and Janssens, S., (2005) found that students...
consider them as being less fair, since MCQ exams are not homogeneous (Dascalua, et.al. 2015) as far as the difficulty of the various items is concerned. Attributing equal marks to each item regardless of its difficulty, certainly raises questions related to the fairness of the overall score. A number of publications have attempted to tackle this criticism by suggesting strategies, which are meant to increase fairness by employing weighted grading (McCoubrie, 2004; Hameed, 2016).

Weights per item can be obtained a priori from an expert, usually the examiner herself, or by means of some empirical method. When an empirical method is employed the weighting factors are obtained from some mathematical function of the average success or difficulty ratios (i.e. the percentage of the examinees who failed to answer the item correctly) of the examinees for each specific item (Cross et al., 1980; Hameed, 2016).

We will call the first way of assigning weighting factors ‘expert weighting’ and the second ‘empirical weighting’.

Fairness of an examination is related to factors such as diligent construction of the MCQs, precision, clarity, lingual simplicity and clear pass-fail standards (McCoubrie, 2005). Fairness is also related to the distribution of marks amongst the various multiple-choice questions. Usually in MCQ based exams, all items carry equal marks regardless of how demanding they are. All the correct answers are counted, then the incorrect answers are also counted and the final mark results as the difference of the correct minus the incorrect answers. Students who have answered the same number of questions get the same score regardless of the difficulty of the questions they attempted. Fairness implies correct replies for more demanding items to get higher marks.

MCQ items differ according to their importance, difficulty and complexity (Hameed, 2016). Importance of a question is related to how essential it is within the curriculum. Difficulty is related to the amount of effort needed to answer the question. Complexity has to do with the background knowledge and the kind of thinking required to answer a question (Hameed, 2011). Fair scoring is calling for taking into consideration the aforementioned factors (Saleh and Kim, 2009).

Experts can provide fast and self-consistent weighting factors. On the other hand empirical weighting factors are perceived to be immune to human intervention and thus they obtain an aura of objectivity. Hameed (2016) proposed a fuzzy system evaluation approach, to obtain weighted scores taking account of the difficulty of each item.

\[ 2 \text{ METHOD USED} \]

This section provides a description of the method employed.

\[ 2.1 \text{ Variables Used} \]

The variables employed in the proposed method are the following:

- \( N \): is the number of the multiple choice questions (items) included in each test.
- \( M \): is the number of students who sat the test.
- \( W_{iT} \): is the ‘expert weighting’ factor of the ith item. It is a number estimate showing the degree of difficulty of the ith out of the N questions within a suitable scale. It is a subjective weighting factor determined by an expert, the tutor in this case, prior to the examination. There are various options for assigning \( W_{iT} \) values to each item. For example, \( W_{iT} \) may range from 0.1 to 1 giving the freedom of 10 levels of difficulty amongst the MSQ items. In this case the N questions of the test will be divided in ten subgroups \( n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_{10} \) of difficulty 0.1, 0.2, \ldots respectively. In another option the tutor may consider 5 levels of difficulty i.e. very easy, easy, intermediate difficulty, difficult and very difficult. As the number of difficulty levels increase it becomes more difficult to the tutor to set a number of comprehensive criteria in order to decide which item belongs to which level of difficulty (Gower and Daniels, 1980).

- In the present study, the N items of each test were divided into three groups of \( n_1, n_2, n_3 \) items each, where:
  \[ n_1 \text{ items were assigned an expert weighting factor equal to } 1, n_2 \text{ items of } W_{iT}=2 \text{ and for the rest } n_3 \text{ items } W_{iT}=3, \text{ where} \]
  \[ n_1+n_2+n_3=N \]

- \( q_i \): is the score of the ith item of the test. \( q_i \) takes two possible values: \( q_i=1 \) if the question has been correctly answered and \( q_i=0 \), otherwise. \( i=1, \ldots, N \)
- \( E_T \): is the overall score for each student calculated as the weighted average of the actual performance in each question (\( q_i \) values) weighted by the set of the expert weighting factors \( W_{iT} \).

\[ E_T = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (W_{iT} \cdot q_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_{iT}} \]

\( P_{Si} \): is the percentage of the examinees who answered the ith question correctly.
$P_{Fi}$ is the percentage of the students who failed to answer the $i$th item correctly, i.e. $P_{Fi} = 1 - P_{Si}$.

The proposed method employs the $N$ values of $P_{Fi}$ in order to calculate the respective ‘empirical’ waiting factors $W_{Si}$ which are used to calculate the actual score of each student.

$W_{Si}$ is related to the difficulty ratio of each item through the equation

$$W_{Si} = P_{Fi} + \alpha$$

where $\alpha$ is an empirical correction factor ranging between $0.24 \pm 0.04$.

The actual overall score of each examinee $E_S$ is calculated from the equation:

$$E_S = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (W_{Si} \cdot q_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_{Si}}$$

### 2.2 Two Scores per Examinee

In the proposed method two overall scores are calculated for each examinee:

- $E_{Ti}$: which is a “dummy” overall score for each individual student. It is calculated as the weighted average of the successful answers given by the examinee, weighted by the $W_{Ti}$ factors defined by the tutor-expert. $E_T$ scores are not announced to the students but they do influence the final marks indirectly as it is explained below. Additionally, they emerge as a key element for comparing the expert weighting to the empirical weighting factors.

- $E_S$: is the overall score of each individual student. It is the weighted average of the successful answers given by the examinee, weighted by the $W_{Si}$ factors, $W_{Si} = P_{Fi} + \alpha$. $E_S$ is the overall score, which is given as feedback to the student as the final mark of the examination taken.

The value of the empirical parameter $\alpha$ results by the condition of achieving the best possible congruence between the $E_{Sj}$ and $E_{Tj}$ values, $j=1,...,M$. The mathematical criterion for fulfilling the abovementioned condition is the value of the quantity $\sum_{j=1}^{M} (E_{Tj} - E_{Sj})^2$ to be minimum.

The proposed method unfolds like that:

M students sit the exam. Each student is presented with $N$ MCQs. Before the examination the tutor sets

the values $W_{Ti}$. As soon as the examination is finished, the $E_T$ scores are calculated using equation (2). Also the $P_{Fi}$ values are calculated. The $E_S = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (W_{Si} \cdot q_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_{Si}}$, scores are calculated by setting $W_{Si} = P_{Fi} + \alpha$ with an initial value of $\alpha=0$. Next, the quantity $\sum_{j=1}^{M} (E_{Tj} - E_{Sj})^2$ is calculated. The parameter $\alpha$ is allowed to take successively increasing values in order to determine the value of $\alpha$ which minimizes $\sum_{j=1}^{M} (E_{Tj} - E_{Sj})^2$. Say that this value is $\alpha^*$. After the value of $\alpha^*$ has been obtained, the overall score for each one of the $M$ students is calculated from the equation $E_S = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (W_{Si}^* \cdot q_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_{Si}^*}$, where $W_{Si}^* = P_{Fi} + \alpha^*$.

For the five examinations presented here, it was found that the respective $\alpha$ values obtained –one for each examination- which rendered $\sum_{j=1}^{M} (E_{Tj} - E_{Sj})^2 = \min$ ranged from $0.20$ to $0.28$ approximately, i.e. $\alpha = 0.24 \pm 0.04$.

### 3 APPLYING THE METHOD

This section presents the findings of applying the proposed method in the case of 5 examinations for the following courses: Physics of Semiconductor Devices (PSD) and Nanoelectronic devices (NED) included in the curriculum of the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering of the University of West Attica. Tables 1 and 2 include the relative information for these examinations.

Figure 1 shows, for indicative only purposes, the congruence of the $E_{Sj}$ and $E_{Tj}$ values and it refers to two out of the five MCQ based exams presented here (PSD-02 and NED-01). The $\alpha$ value for both of these exams was 0.25.

Weighted scoring of MCQ exams is considered to improve fairness. The expert determined weighting factors are meant to reflect the complexity of each question. Nonetheless this strategy may give rise to concerns and complaints by the students and fuel what has been characterized as ‘paranoia over points’.
(Cross et al., 1980) canceling thus the intended fairness.

Table 1. Exam Details: N: number of items, M: number of students, n_1-n_2-n_3 are bundles of MCQ items with W_T values 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam code</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>n_1-n_2-n_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSD-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>10-10-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD-02</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7-11-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD-03</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9-9-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NED-01</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10-10-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NED-02</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10-11-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The various results of the 5 examinations. \( \langle E_T \rangle \), \( (E_T) \) stand for the average score and % of the students who passed the exam respectively, when marks are calculated based on tutor defined weighting factors equation (2). \( \langle E_S \rangle \), \( (E_S) \) stand for the average score and % of the students who passed the exam respectively, when marks are calculated based on empirical weighting factors equation (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam code</th>
<th>( \langle E_T \rangle ) (%)</th>
<th>( (E_T) ) (%)</th>
<th>( \langle E_S \rangle ) (%)</th>
<th>( (E_S) ) (%)</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSD-01</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD-02</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD-03</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NED-01</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NED-02</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appealing to the difficulty ratio of each question \( (P_F) \), which is a quantity derived from the actual performance of the students, appears as a more objective or at least less examiner-dependent set of quantities which enhances the perceived fairness of scoring.

The parameter \( \alpha \) is an intervention parameter which brings closer the \( E_T \) and \( E_S \) values. The criterion for calculating \( \alpha \) focuses on the actual final overall score of each student. It does not examine the score achieved in each individual question since the latter would make things unreasonably complicated. Other researchers have used a similar line of reasoning (Hameed, 2016). Additionally, it is fairness of the overall final mark which is all important and matters to the students.

The empirical parameter \( \alpha \) has the effect of smoothing down the big differences in the relative influence of the weighting factors to the overall score. Setting \( W_S=P_F \) is a very stringent and demotivating condition as it is explained below.

Consider for example the case when a large number of the students have successfully answered a certain number of items. Then the contribution of these items to the overall score of each student will be minimal, making thus the students feel that their effort was in vain and therefore demotivating them. By the same token, items answered by very few examinees, i.e. high \( P_F \), will have a very high relative influence to the final score. In this case those questions which were meant to discriminate high performers will actually be the punishers of the non-high achievers, which undermines any intention of fairness. (Omari, 2013). Finally, allowing the empirical weighting factor to be equal to \( P_F \) would be overly individualistic since it would equate the success of the few to the failure of the many. The success of the many will lead to very few marks and the success of the few to very high gains. Hence, smoothing the distribution of the empirical weighting factors is important to ensure fairness of the scores.

Figure 1: Congruence of the \( E_S \) and \( E_T \) scores for two of the MCQ based exams: PSD-02-44-25 (a) and NED-01-35-28 (b).

Say that in a MCQ based examination the items \( k \) and \( l \) have been answered correctly by the 90% and the 60% of the examinees respectively. Then the difficulty factors will be \( P_{Fk}=0.1 \) and \( P_{Fl}=0.4 \), i.e. the item \( l \) will be considered as 4 times more difficult compared to the item \( k \). According to the proposed method the empirical weighting factors will be \( W_{Sk}=0.1+\alpha \) and \( W_{Sl}=0.4+\alpha \). It is easily seen that the ratio \( W_{Sl}/W_{Sk} \) is less than \( P_{Fl}/P_{Fk} \). Hence, adding the
quantity $\alpha$ to the difficulty factor, rationalizes the relative influence of each item to the overall score.

When $\alpha$ is added to $P_{Fi}$, the resulting value $W_{Si}>P_{Fi}$ leads to a decrease of the relative influence of the high-end weighting factors and a respective increase of the influence of lower-end ones. The merit of the proposed method lies in the fact that the weighting factors which influence the final marks are mainly determined by the performance of the students who sat the examination.

Table 2 compares the results of 5 MCQ based examinations. $<E_T>$ stands for the average marks of the students who sat each examination, when the mark of each individual student is given according to equation (2) ($W_{Ti}$ defined weighting factors), $<E_S>$ stands for the average marks of the students who sat each examination, when the mark of each individual student is given according to equation (4) ($W_{Si}$, empirical weighting factors). The last column at the right of Table 2 shows the value of the parameter $\alpha$ for each one of the examinations. It is seen that, for a suitable value of $\alpha$ there is good agreement between the $<E_T>$ and $<E_S>$ values as well as the percentage of students who passed the examination ($E_T$ and $E_S$).

Our method serves as a tool for sending an alarm to the examiner in the following two cases: The first comes from the direct comparison of the expert weighting factors $W_{Ti}$ to the average difficulty ratio of the $i$th item. In case when the difficulty ratio $P_{Fi}$ roughly follows the discreet values of $W_{Ti}$, then this can be considered as a sign of success on behalf of the tutor. Low $W_{Ti}$ when $P_{Fi}$ is high for a certain item, is an indication of either luck of clarity or poor language use (McCoubrie, 2005).

Low divergence between $E_T$ and $E_S$, is also an indication of an adequate agreement between the judgment of the tutor and the actual performance of the students (Fig.1). In cases when there is a considerable divergence between $E_S$ and $E_T$, then this is an indicator for action to be taken by the tutor.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The present publication suggests, as a proof of concept, a method for scoring MCQ based examinations. The score of each student is obtained as a weighted average of the items correctly answered. Expert and empirical weighting factors are both employed. The empirical weighting factor depends on the difficulty ratio of each item, which practically equals the percentage of students who failed to answer a specific item. For each student two scores are calculated: for the first, the expert weighting factors are used and for the second, the empirical ones. The mathematical condition imposed to ensure best possible congruence between the two sets of scores, was minimization of the sum of the squared distances between the two scores over all the examinees.

A more thorough study of the differences between expert weighting factors and a posteriori difficulty ratios is required in order to gain a better understanding of the factors affecting the congruence of the experts’ and empirical weighting overall scores.
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